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Full Marks : 80
Candidates are required to give their answers in their own words
as far as practicable.
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The figures in the margin indicate full marks.
Group - A
1. Answer any ten questions :
(a) Mention the name of two leading Digital (OTT) Platforms.
(b) What is meant by the Digital right of a Film?
(c) Mention the name of two famous film festivals of the world.
(d) Asian Documentary Film Fund is a part of which film festival?
(e) Name two documentaries produced by the Films Division.
(f) Name the two leading film organizations in India.
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(g) What is ‘Perpetual Right’?
(h) Name two popular Bengali web series.
(i) Which kind of film is pitched in Docedge?
(j) Mention the name of two Hindi digital platforms.
(k) Name at least two social media that are important in promoting film.
(l) Name the two leading distributors of the Bengali film industry.
Group - B
Answer any four questions.
2. Discuss the changes that have taken place in the field of film marketing in recent times after the
digitization of films.
5
3. After completion of a film, discuss different modes of marketing of the film.

5

4. Discuss how film distribution helps the business of a film.

5

5. What do you mean by Digital Right of a film? Discuss what types of rights of a film the producer can
sell.
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6. Mention the role of digital platforms in film publicity at present time.

5

7. Discuss the importance of publicity towards proper marketing of a film.

5

Group - C
Answer any four questions.
8. At present, Bengali films are not succeeding commercially. Do you agree? Give reasons.

10

9. Do you think that theatrical release will not exist in the coming days? Discuss.

10

10. Discuss how the National Film Development Corporation of India’s (NFDC) the ‘co-production market’
or ‘work in progress’ platform help a new director to implement his film plans.
10
11. Why do you think the film market is becoming more and more important at the leading Film Festivals
of today? Is the film markets of the leading Indian Film Festivals suitable for modern film marketing?
Discuss.
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12. Discuss the role of the Film Bazaar, organized by the National Film Development Corporation of India
(NFDC) in the international marketing of Indian Cinema.
10
13. Soojit Sircar directed ‘Sardar Udhom’ has been released on Amazon Prime Digital Platform. — Discuss
the commercial significance of the film.
10

